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2007 CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Genuine Norton parts means
FAIR SPARES AMERICA, INC.
NORTON TWINS SPECIALIST

President/Tech Advisor - Alan Goldwater
1780 Chanticleer Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(831) 475-7505 magicsound@aol.com
Vice President - Dave Crader
83 Palm Dr., Brentwood, CA 94513
(925) 513.3148 dpcrader@comcast.net
Secretary - Mike Sullivan
20 Bayview Ct., Milbrae, CA 94030
(650) 872.3336

THE NORTON NOTICE
is published by the Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Its purpose is to inform and entertain the club
members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the
readership who are encouraged to submit any article,
technical tip, photograph (original or otherwise) as
long as it is in good taste so that other Norton
enthusiasts will enjoy it. The deadline for items to
be submitted for publication is the 18th of the month
preceding the issue. The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically. Articles and
high-resolution photos can be sent in almost any
format generally common to most computers.Send
submissions or comments to LorinGuy@yahoo.com.
MEMBERSHIP
in the Northern California Norton Owners Club is
available for $20 per year and open to all Norton
motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership dues are payable
to the Club Treasurer (see right). Renewal dues are
payable at the end of the individual’s membership
year, which is designated by the last digit on the
mailing label of your Notice, or on your membership
card. All changes of address, membership or dues
questions should be directed to the Club Treasurer.
ADVERTISING RATES
are $100 per year for a 1/4 page ad.
Contact the Editor for larger ads and rates.
VISIT US ONLINE at http://www.nortonclub.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NorCalNOC/
AFFILIATIONS
The Northern California Norton Owners Club is
affiliated with both the Norton Owners Club of
England (NOC) and the International Norton
Owners Association (INOA)

Treasurer/Membership - Ray Pallett
462 Del Madio#2, Mt View CA 94040
(650) 947.9780
Rides Coordinator - Tom Dabel
730 Linda Flora Ave., San Jose, CA 95127
(408) 272.0369
Norton Notice Editor - Lorin Guy
2329 Cimarron Dr., Santa Clara CA 95051
(408) 961.3468

• RESTORATION
• REPAIR
• TUNE-UP
• INSTRUCTION
• 25 Yrs Experience
• Factory Trained

Call for Quotes

Jim
Carton
(510) 483-2045

Phil Radford
(408) 292-6563 shop
(408) 292-8514 fax
P.O. Box 8224
San Jose, CA 95155
• Full range of stainless parts & fasteners
• Norvil Production Racer parts
• VISA Mastercard and AMEX accepted

www.fairsparesamerica.com
Send two first class stamps for current lists

WebMaster - Ian Reddy
5114 Devon Park Ct., San Jose, CA 95136
(408)226-9574 Ian_reddy@sbcglobal.net
Web & Norton Notice Design - Fred Fortune
FORTUNE2.com
Honorary Members
Brian Slark, Dick Slusher, Jodi Nicholas

The object of the Northern California Norton Owners Club is to
promote, encourage and develop motorcycle activities. The Club’s
members are owners or enthusiasts of Norton motorcycles and
often submit for publication in the Norton Notice technical tips.
These tips are reviewed for technical content and are believed
to be both correct and workable, but no guarantee is made or
implied that these tips or articles will work for your particular
application. The Club or membership assumes no liability or
responsibility for any issues or problems that may arise, or
omissions or deletions in connection with the technical information.
The Norton Notice articles or other materials contained express
the authors’ view only and are not necessarily the official policy
of the Northern California Norton Owners Club. The Editor
reserves the right to accept, reject, edit or alter all editorial and
advertising material submitted. The Editor serves at the discretion
of the Club’s Board of Directors. Materials may be published
both in print and/or electronically on the NCNOC web site at
nortonclub.com. ©2006 The Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Not to be reprinted without permission.

Shop and Mobile
Braze to Heliarc, we weld ANYTHING

We will work with aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron and more!
Also we do rust repairs,
fabrication and painting.

9 to 5 weekdays
2056 Clement Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
Kim Williams
Cell phone
Fax

(510) 521-5514
(510) 541-8012
(510) 521-0965

Large Stock of
NEW & USED PARTS
9–6 pm
Tues-Fri

8–5 pm
Saturdays

EXPERT SERVICE
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mail Orders Welcome

1984 Stone Ave., San Jose
(408) 998-4495 (408) 998-0642 fax
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Father's Day Ride Report - Alices to Camerons
Restaurant Half Moon Bay – Harry Bunting

MINUTES OF MEETING

After the Norton Highway Cleanup was completed at
Alice’s at about 11:00AM, 8 riders headed down Skyline
Blvd. to Tunitias Creek Road to Highway 1 and we ended
up at Cameron’s English Pub in Half Moon Bay. George,
Frank and Tom took different routes to get there and of
course George was the first one to arrive. The weather
was nice and cool at Cameron’s whereas Alice's was pretty
warm. Although upper Tunitas Creek Road is narrow and
bumpy, the pavement was ok and there were no debris
on the road.

Meeting called to order at 8:10pm by Alan Goldwater,
President. The minutes for the 5/10/07 meeting that
were circulated on the net were approved as presented.

his was Don Goforth’s last club ride before moving to
Bellingham Washington and he brought his son Damon
who also rides. We are going to miss Don and his ever
smiling face along with his lovely wife Pat. Best wishes
on your retirement Don and Pat and hopefully we will
meet up with you on future rides.
Alan's son Tim came with his wife Liz and we all played
trivial pursuit while munching down on Fish/Chips and a
good time was had by all. Tom says the job torture will
be over in October.

Straw Hat Pizza, San Leandro—6/14/07
17 members present, 2 guests
3 Nortons ridden, 2 other makes

A reminder was put forward about the Adopt-a-Highway
clean-up for Sunday 6/17/07.
The ride after will be to Camerons B&B in Half Moon Bay.
Discussion was had about the show and display at Soquel
on 7/1/07. Alan Goldwater will lead a ride there leaving
from Baker's Square in Los Gatos at 10:00am. The
normal July meeting that is usually held at Joan and
Peter's Deli in San Juan Bautista will not be held this
year. Instead the July ride/meeting will be held in
conjunction with the Soquel Show. The meeting will be
held at Michael's on Main Restaurant in Soquel around
12-1pm. It was brought forward that we should have a
swap booth at the Soquel show. The cost would be $40.00.
Ray Pallett moved that we spend that amount to buy the
space. The proposal was seconded by Jerry Grainger.
The proposal was approved with no dissent.
A reminder was given about the INOA "Hell's Backbone
Rally" at Torrey, Utah over July 18-22. See details at
www.utahbritishbikeclub.com
The North Bay Ride on 7/29 will leave from Terry and
Donna Morrison's House in San Francisco. The ride will
leave at 11:00. Terry advised that if you get to his house
early there will be coffee and goodies. Lunch will be at
Tony's Oyster Bar in Marshall(?) at approximately 1:00pm.
Alan G. confirmed with Ken Armann that the annual treck
to The Dardanelles will be held over the weekend of 1011-12 of August. A quick monthly Club meeting will be
held on Saturday morning before the rides shove off.
Ray Pallett reports that the Club treasury is in OK shape
and that there are 143 paid up members.
Lorin Guy reported that there is a person in L.A. (Terry
Miller?) that is trying to produce a reality show about
bikers that ride to work wearing coats and ties during the
week and then turn into road burners on the weekend.
They are looking for videos as samples of what you do.
Contact Lorin if you think you are a candidate.

Alan Goldwater states that the Club is looking for a
newsletter editor to take over the position at the first of
the year. The next issue of the Notice will be a June/July
issue and then hopefully there will be the August issue
out before the run to the Dardanelles.
Thanks were given to Terry and Donna Morrison for their
photo submissions.
Alan Goldwater reports that he is looking at some new
fully adjustable front suspension cartridges. He stated
that the price is expected to be around $600.00
A well round of cheers were had for Don and Pat Goforth
as this was the last meeting that they were going to attend
before their move to Washington. Then we were treated
to a fine cake that was provided by Liz Dabel (sounds
different, huh Liz?)
The meeting was ajourned at 8:35
Respectfully submitted, Mike Sullivan, Secretary

NCNOC DIARY
AUGUST
08/10/8/12 Dardanelle Week End
08/18 BSAOCNC "SIERRA RIDE"
08/18 IOM Manx GP
08/19 First Annual Girder Fork Ride
The ride will start and finish at the Alpine Inn (formerly
Rosotti's), a Portola Valley roadhouse since 1858. The
ride is for motorbikes with girder-type front forks, i.e. no
telescoping front suspensions American and other bikes
are welcome too. The ride will be about 100 miles, with
burgers and beer at the Alpine Inn at the finish. Parking
is available for trucks and trailers. The ride is free and
begins at 9:30 am. Alpine Inn: 3915 Alpine Rd., Menlo
Park, CA 94028 (650) 854-4004 Contact me if you have
any questions. Pete Young 415.864.2194
08/26 Highway Clean up NCNOC Alice’s 11am
SEPTEMBER
09/08 BSAOCNC "Vintage Trial" 408-578-1936
09/13 Club Meeting Harry's Hofbrau in Foster City
09/16 Goldwater Ride Alice's Restaurant
9/21 BSAOCNC "North Coast Ride"
OCTOBER
10/07 NCNOC AGM meeting and ride
10/12 BSA California Rally
10/21 Mt. Hamilton ass-backwards rideDabel
10/27 Southern Sierra Ride out of Kernville
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Alan’s Wrench — Alan Goldwater
We had some really good events the past month including
a nice ride to Cameron’s and a truly fine ride to the Soquel
Classic Bike Show. Of course as ride leader I’m a bit
biased, but it was one of the few times in my 30 years
in the area that I was able to ride the entire length of
Old San Jose Road, from the Summit to Soquel, without
encountering a single car. It gives a new perspective on
the road and a new feel for the corners that was a rare
treat.

I’ve started testing a Roadholder upgrade kit from
Cosentino Engineering in New Jersey. Chris C. has been
custom-building these for Norton racers, and is now
offering a version for road bikes. The kit replaces the
original internals of the Norton fork with a Show damper
with fully adjustable progressive damping and a singlerate spring. Here’s a picture the conversion with its longer
damper body, and the original parts below.

We arrived as a group of 10 Commandos in good
formation as rode through the good crowd directly to a
reserved parking space in front of our meeting venue,
Michaels On Main. After settling in, we placed our brunch
orders and had a brief meeting whole waiting to be fed.
I called the meeting to order at just before Noon, with
16 members present. The minutes of the previous meeting
were accepted as circulated by email and printed in the
Notice. Following a review of the summer’s remaining
rides, a motion was made and passed unanimously, that
Dan Bockmeier should be allowed by his wife to own two
Nortons. There was no new business, and no treasurer’s
report, so the meeting adjourned at about 12:20, just as
the excellent food arrived. Chow done, Ron Bastiaans
treated the club to brunch (Thanks, Ron!) and we quickly
moved out to enjoy the show. Lorin had already set up
the club booth and there were several members’ bikes
on display. The show overall presented a full range of
classic motorcycles, including some ancient Honda’s and
a few rare marques like Nimbus and Marusho. In the
end, both Lorin and Terry Morrison took trophies.

The top nut is a beautifully-made alloy piece, with
preload adjuster on the thinner threaded part. There’s a
rebound damping adjustment needle screw accessed
through a capped hole in the crown. The compression
damping is set by a similar needle jet accessed through
the bottom bolt that attaches the damper body, requiring
removal of the front wheel. Because of the longer damper,
the fork spring must be shorter. The damper stroke is
only 4.5 inches on compression, with an additional 1.5
inch ‘topping out’ spring internal to the damper.. I found
the 50 pound spring included with the kit would just be
fully compressed at the end of the damper travel, with
no room for preload adjustment. With this spring rate the
forks were too stiff for road riding, and I’ve ordered a
set with 40 pound rate for further testing. Watch for more
details on this interesting product later in the year.

NOC Chairperson visits NCNOC
Prior to the INOA rally in Utah, the NCNOC was again
hosting a guest, NOC chariman to Chris Grimmett, and
taking full advantage of the great weather Alan Goldwater
and Chris rode to Alice’s meeting a group of club members
for breakfast and a short ride to the glorious California
coast. It’s great to see Chris again not since Oregon Rally
of 05 has he been in the west, and with his pals in
the NCNOC.

By the time you read this, the national rally in Utah
will be over, and it will almost be time for the Dardanelles
ride-and-party. I never get tired of that place or the great
ride over 108 and up to Markleeville. See you there!
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Sportsters host Nortons and Triumphs
at Roaring Camp BBQ Extravaganza
The NCNOC has been busy with motorcycles shows this
month, after a great showing at the Soquel vintage
motorcycle show, Soquel Ca. a number of members
attended the Bay Area Sportsters BBQ and motorcycle
show at Roaring Camp in Felton Ca.
This historical park houses a train display and operates
the legendry narrow gauge railroad tracks that once
connected the mountain communities to Santa Cruz.
The well attended event was organized by NCNOC member
Fred Fortune, and saw a host of Harley motorcycle models
as well as Buell. NCNOC members and VTRG members
arrived to make it a truly international affair.
The Bay Area Sportsters Group was founded in 2000
to bring together Sportster and Buell owners for group

rides, motorcycling social events and sharing of tech tips.
Their goal is to provide a monthly ride and meeting for
San Francisco Bay Area riders. They welcome all riders
and all bikes, but are specifically targeted to Sportster
and Buell owners and admirers.
autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/BayAreaSportsters/
www.roaringcamp.com
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SOQUEL CLASSIC BIKE SHOW – Lorin Guy

16 TIPS FOR BEING A SMART COLLECTOR
—Mark Maderski, Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum
Executive Director

NCNOC members and riders who stopped by the club
booth at the Soquel vintage motorcycle show Sunday July
1st, thanks for all the comments about the booth, we had
to take it down early as it was blowing over as the breeze
came up, and I got sick, but we made some good contacts.
Congrats to club members who won in the bike show..
and BIG thanks to Terry Morrison, Kathryn Guy, Alan
Goldwater, Fred Fortune and his wife and Keith Milne for
helping man the booth so I could get out and see some
bikes.
Thanks to club members Ken Armann and Keith Karn
for stepping up to judge the British bikes for the show.
It was a very nice little show with a fair to good turn
out, the DJ was great , not to loud and good music that
fit the generation of people attending.
The announcements, thanking of the sponsors and
awards were loud enough without being too abrasive.
Michael’s restaurant was an asset, great to have good
food and drink for lunch. The staff, although thin, was
helpful and non-combative. The signs for the bikes were
nice and the awards for those bikes that won were nice
too. Parking seems effortless and well organized. Over
all the show was a joy to attend.

Bitten by the vintage motorcycle bug? Whether you're
thinking of starting a collection or adding to the lineup
you already have, doing it the smart way will help you
avoid regrets and expenses later.
Here are 16 tips every motorcycle collector should
keep in mind.
1 Attend as many vintage motorcycle meets as
you can...Bike shows, concours d'elegance and swap
meets are put on by various clubs and membership
organizations. There you will find before you a great
array of bikes for comparison, you’ll be able to talk with
owners, possibly learn about parts supplies and personal
stashes of hard-to-find parts, understand the values of
specific parts and machines and make some acquaintances
who will become friends.
2 Determine your favorites, then join the club
When you have narrowed your focus to the kinds of
motorcycles you like, whether British, American, Japanese,
early or later machines, it's good to join the clubs associated
with that category. The clubs' newsletters and websites
are invaluable resources for parts, services and information,
and they also offer schedules of events where you can
access parts you need and gain additional knowledge.
3 Reading materials
There are several American and British magazines that
are excellent resources for service and parts information.
They also re-test older bikes and interview collectors.
They are also good for keeping your spirits up when, if
you live in a cold climate, you cannot get out and exercise
your machines or spend time in an unheated garage.
4 The three-year rule
Over the last century "mechanics" with good intentions
have disassembled motorcycles (and cars) they have just
bought with the intent of restoring them. A little paint
remover and some hours of sandblasting later, they have
reduced a great original machine to a pile of raw, sterile
parts. Then they disassemble the engine, and spread it
over their bench. Months later, they put it into, err,
baskets… or boxes. At that point, the project is
overwhelming and forever more the machine remains a
basket case. So, unless you are a complete expert on the
particular bike you have just purchased, the first thing
you should do is wait. Study it, talk to fellow collectors
about it, and show it to experts over a three-year period
before you do anything rash.Unless you are extremely
well versed in the make, model and year of motorcycle,

do not touch it for a few years while you learn about its
characteristics, what is rare about it, what is unique to
that model year and not interchangeable with other model
years, etc.Original, unrestored motorcycles and cars are
finally being appreciated by collectors. Try gently cleaning
the plating and paint on the bike before deciding to rip
it apart and restore it. Even if it needs an engine rebuild,
sometimes this can be done with the "patina" left intact.
Remember: You can restore a motorcycle many
times, but it is original only once.
5 Questions to ask
As you look at bikes at events or in response to ads, make
a detailed and analytical examination of what you are
viewing. Is it all there? Does it turn over, or even run?
What's its history? "Why are you selling this bike?" is a
perfect question to ask, as is, "If you were keeping this
bike, where would you spend $500 or $1,000 next on
it?" You would be amazed at the honesty of responses
you get sometimes!
6 Avoid basket cases
Basket cases are to be avoided unless the machine is
quite rare or there's value in the pile just for some of the
parts, not as a restoration. While the guts of everything
are laid open for your review, which is an advantage,
except in rare situations parts will be missing, and it may
be a challenge to locate them. That's why they are still
missing.
7 Know the value
After you have focused on the few machines you are
seeking, learn the value of the bikes, the parts for those
bikes and also what is rare and unobtainable for them.
You might guess that a simple plastic tank badge for a
Honda Superhawk would be a $5 item. Actually, an original
is creeping toward $150. Speedos for Vincent Black
Shadows are very expensive, as are rebuilds. If you have
a hankering for an early Honda ATC90 three-wheeler,
know that recently a rear tire (new) sold for $2,500.
Ditto an early CBX exhaust system. The condition of
certain parts will heavily affect the value of a good
restorable machine.
8 The cost of a rebuild
After considering a number of bikes in various levels of
condition or originality, place high value on a running
machine. An engine rebuild on a simple parallel British
or Japanese twin is in excess of $1,500, as much as
$2,500 if there are problems with major components.
Carburetors are expensive to rebuild as well. Electrical
systems can be complete nightmares to sort out and
magnetos, generators and alternators very expensive to
rebuild or replace. A running, sound engine and good
charging system mean you’ll avoid associated expenses.
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9 Don't get excited
Sooner or later, you are going to look at a bike or locate
one at a meet, and get excited about the find. Now's the
time to kneel down and take a hard look at it. Discuss it
with the owner. Make mental notes of the parts, paint,
plating and hours of labor it may need to make it look
perfect. Understand the availability of damaged or missing
parts. Then decide whether you should buy it, but keep
that information to yourself. ow, walk away for at least
30 minutes. After chewing on the details (and probably
Jonesing pretty bad) come back to the bike and do it all
over again. It is easy to "improve" the machine in your
mind while you are away from it and fool yourself. If all
seems to look good in the deal, buy it. If it is sold when
you come back, sure, kick yourself. But remember that
being careful pays off in the long run.
10 Corollary to Rule 9
If the bike is in great original condition, is exactly the
model you have been seeking for some time, you've
asked the right questions about its condition, the price is
retail or less, get your wallet out and ask the owner what
his best price is. There is no point in dickering for something
that is exactly what you want, especially if it's in original
condition. Pay the money and be proud of your soon-toappreciate investment.

ride, the best part of motorcycling is the people in the
sport. As you spend time around people who share your
areas of interest, collect their contact information and file
it for later. Keep their needs in mind and pass along bike
or parts opportunities you come across. Send them internet
stories or links of interest. When you look back after five
or 10 years at how you have progressed in collecting,
you will see that relationships probably got you there.
15 Keep it moving
Ride your motorcycles at least a little each year. It will
give you a chance to enjoy the machine and actually helps
the preservation process to keep the fluids flowing and
parts moving. Change the oil every other year, or more
frequently. Ditto brake fluid.
16 Insure your collection
There are two or three insurance companies that specialize
in vintage vehicles. Though you will be limited in how
you use the machine, a $10,000 bike can be covered for
about $30 a year for a "stated value" policy. Unlimited
use will cost what an equivalent modern bike would cost.
Copyright 2007, Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum

11 Buy and trade the parts
While you are in the market for parts that you do need
for your project, buy some good ones you may not need,
especially if you know they are hard to find. It is not
unusual to find seasoned collectors with parts you need
who will barter for parts you have, but find your cash
relatively worthless. Plus, parts you don't need new may
fit a bike you will own later.
12 On-line and live auctions
On-line and live auctions will help you understand current
values of bikes and can be a good place to sell, because
you can set a reserve as a means to protect yourself as
the seller. Buying at auctions can be good as well. If you
are considering it, make sure you have the machine
started and perhaps demonstrated by the auctioneer. Online, study the seller's ratings. In general, one-on-one
"live" sales are safer bets.
13 You can learn quite a lot from collectors
Given the opportunity to talk with a collector at an event
or through an invitation to his "museum," graciously
accept and have your questions ready. He may be able
to steer you toward a good machine or parts you need.
Remember to listen more than you talk.
14 Networking
Value and nurture the friendships you make. While
motorcycles are great fun to ponder as objects and to

COLLECTORS' MOTORCYLE SALE
— featuring the Stan Betz Collection
November 10, 2007. San Francisco, CA USA
Collectors’ Motorcycle Sale at Petersen Automotive Museum
by Bonhams and Butterfields auctioneers & appraisers.
Presenting the Stan Betz Collection of Von Dutch
Memorabilia and featuring Von Dutch’s engraved crash
helmet, his most personal and prized possession.
Contact Info: Mark Osborne at 415-391-4000
or Andrew Reilly at 415-503-3285
Email: mark.osborne@bonhams.com
or andrew.reilly@bonhams.com
Website: www.bonhams.com/us
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is another jaw dropping journey, Injun country. Deep red
sand desert, red sandstone rocky outcrops and ridges,
smoke signals on top of the hills and a danger of ambush
in every pass that we went through. It's the real thing
that you see in Westerns and I even saw some tumbleweed
blow across the road. All this desert and still thousands
of feet up yet when we stopped for petrol in Hanksville,
the business across the road was selling --- yes I imagine
you've guessed -- houseboats. On to the outskirts of
Torrey where we will be returning in July for more of
Utah and the INOA Norton rally. South on 12 rising
through more excellent scenery to the Devils Backbone,
a high rocky ridge with sheer rocky drops on both sides
of the road, what a privilege to experience the beauty
and ruggedness of these last two states. Our overnight
stop in Escalante taught us a little lesson. Do your own
research. Our motel receptionist had recommended the
restaurant up the road, which, it turned out, provided
mediocre service and food to match. As the night was still
young we wandered past the motel down to what had
looked a more interesting bar as we rode in. There we
were treated to a bewildering choice of drinks, saw food
that looked and smelt wonderful, it had a buzzy
atmosphere and the service from the two waitresses' was
speedy, pleasant and chatty. Asked why we would have
been recommended to the other restaurant it appeared
this owner had opposing views on Mr. Bush to the motel
receptionist and had expressed said views, unfortunately
to the detriment of the motel customers I'm afraid.
Tinsel town. The ride down to Las Vegas was marked
by a missed visit to Zion canyon. On arriving in Kanab
somewhat south of the missing canyon we were told that
we needed to retrace our steps by about 15 miles to the
turn. Now we had both seen the junction and had even
seen the sign to Zion but who on earth would expect Zion
to be in the national park? So, instead, onwards to L.V.
and a quick change from mountain to oven wear. Also
time to change clocks by an hour for the fourth time. Roy
suggested that we must, by now, be time travelers, which
I guess must make our old Nortons our (re) tardis. I hope
the Americans recognize the Doctor Who reference. As
an aside, for some time in these write ups I have needed
to be bilingual taking into account the recipients are on
both sides of the Atlantic and spanning the English of the
birth parents and that of the adoptive parents. Who has
custody of the language Queen or colonials? Perhaps the
courts should decide but hopefully both parties can still
have access rights. Good as his word, there on the outskirts
of LV was Bill Welbaum waiting to lead us to his house
and a very welcome bottle or two of beer. Bill and Pilar
soon had us rested and refreshed in pool and hot tub,
fed and back to pool. Next day was use of Bill's facilities
for oil changes and general tinkering on the morning and
sightseeing in the afternoon. After living in Vegas for
about 12 years I bet Bill and Pilar have got fed up of

being tour guides but they certainly didn't let on. A tour
of some of the larger hotels, Venice with its canals and
gondolas: New York, New York with its replica streets and
businesses; MGM for all you can eat buffet (more altitude
sickness); the Golden Nugget, where it all began and
finally Freemantle Street for the light show. Then back
to bed for two very tired Brits. Thanks both for you
excellent hospitality.
Sea to shining sea. The morning saw a wonderful
turn out of the Nevada Norton owners chapter to see us
off. We do hope that all of you other chapters live up to
the standard. Everyone was there; Chairman, secretary,
treasurer, events organizer and member & member's
wife - you were, weren't you Bill?
354 miles to San Diego non stop (except once for petrol)
on the interstate, but it had to be done, Bill had arranged
for GP motorcycles to be waiting for our late arrival for
a tyre change and tomorrow was Sunday. GP motorcycles
were as good as their word and while we coffee'd down
the road they set to removing wheels and fitting tyres.
Another great bunch of guys, a business that we can
highly recommend, good service, good deal and although
they mainly sell modern Ducati and Guzzis I suspect their
heart lies with something a little more English that starts
with N and a bit of t. Roy managed nearly 6,000 miles
on the new Avon Road rider, I changed tyre now to fit in
with the change routine (I had a new one with the new
wheel in Dallas). We both now have Avon Venoms, Roy
preferring the wider section 120/90 and me the narrower
100/90 it'll be interesting to see how they wear.
Sea to shinning sea, 5,740 miles and 4 1/2 weeks, it
would be interesting to see how long the wagon trains
took. What a leap of faith they must have had, having
seen the deserts of Arizona, Nevada and California and
the mountains of the Rockies and Sierras it is hard to see
how they would have kept going.
Regards
Roy & Bob
. *The first paragraphs taken from "The War of the Worlds," by H.
G. Wells, if not slightly modified to suit the editor's needs.
**(Airhead is slang term used to describe a type of engine used in
vintage BMW motorcycles where the heads were cooled via air, later
engines had oil-cooled heads hence called Oil Heads).
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dozens of excited children to play in.
At the Dunes national park was a notice board offering
several pieces of advice on what to do if confronted with
a mountain lion. Amongst which you mustn't run or
present your self as pray. Then as a final note it did add
that if attacked "fight back aggressively"! On this note
we then headed for Stan's next suggestion of an alligator
farm at nearby Hooper. Originally they had been imported
to eat up (recycle?") The dead fish on the fish farm.
However they seem to have taken over in there hundreds
as the attraction, the hot spring water suiting them while
out in the cooler mountain air they do become more
docile. It seems that you can sit four tasty, tender morsels
of children on a 12-foot long alligator and he can be
trained not to eat them -- sometimes. Personally I think
I would have been a little more concerned than the parents
who were stood next to us. The alligator trainer then
showed how he could sit on its back, pull back his head
and hold its jaws under his own chin. There then followed
a dispute between beast and man when the former decided
he wasn't going to give the trainer his rope back and
locked it firmly in his jaws. The dispute was continued in
the warm water with alligator mates circling. If I had been
man I think I would have conceded that tussle to brute
force, but human resolve that involved very little
intellectual debate resulted in the rope being returned to
shore, man & rope intact.
Dinner that evening involved us being introduced to
the town drunk (for reference see Tony Hawk's book
"round Ireland with a fridge"), so after a very repetitive,
incomprehensible but happy conversation a quick pint
saw us wishing adieu to a rather pretty and pleasant
barmaid and hurrying to True Grit steak house where we
discover that they do a rather nice glass of Guinness or
two. Starters were a plate of jumbo prawns followed by
the complimentary salad and then 20oz steaks washed
down with a very nice bottle of red Shiraz. We then felt
rather full. I mention this only because I would like to
ask the advice of local readers; For four days & another
couple to come we hadn't dropped below 8,000 feet
elevation and I was wondering if the bloated feeling that
we were suffering was a symptom of altitude sickness?
More of Southern Colorado. More spectacle, the
run up on the 149 to Gunnison saw us stopping for
photographs at a summit of 10,500 ft only to have us
stopping again a few miles later at another marked
11,500 ft and definitely time to put the thermals back
on. For a few days now the poor old carburetted Nortons
have been suffering from lack of breath, bit like their
poor old riders, but now they were really down on power
for the steep hills and we were unable to use more than
2/3rds throttle, the engines dying if we attempted anything
more.
Question. Why did the deer cross the road?
Answer, They wanted to play chicken with Bob. The roads

NCNOC plays host to English Travelers
(Aliens ride Nortons in the USA)

on the enchanted circle around Red River more suited the
Commandos with a predominance of slower bends. This
day were excellent but generally more suited to the higher
speeds of modern bikes, I can imagine that a particular
biker gang lead a very naughty Manx fairy, would enjoy
the riding here and would return with enough tickets to
wallpaper said ladies new home.
Our day finished in Telluride, a well-preserved old
mountain town & ski resort 9,500 ft up in the hills. The
clever thing here is that a free gondola is provided 2,000
ft up to the skiing area and over the other side to the
brand new mountain village ski resort. Providing new
facilities for the skiers and yet maintaining the originality
of the old town. No advertising boards, no flashing lights
or traffic lights and the 15 mph speed limit is so strictly
adhered to that you are more likely to injured by walking
into the side of a slow moving car that be run over by it.
Disgruntled hedgehogs were passing with speeding
tickets attached to their spines. The ride into Telluride,
along the canyon floor alongside the river, with red rocky
crags towering above us, was quite something. A local
told us - so it was probably a wind up - that the unusual
name came from the awful journey to the hills above the
town suffered by the 19th century miners. They were
told, "to hell you ride".
While here we spotted Todd Hoffman's stunning 750
Commando, it had just been prepared by Colorado Norton
Works, who are regularly featured in American motorcycle
magazines for the excellence of their work and
presentation. It is only 70 miles away and it is in Dolores,
which is on our route tomorrow, joy oh joy - guess where
we're going.
Colorado Norton Works and other national
monuments. Late morning and guess where we are,
meeting Matt Rambow, Swedish proprietor of CNW. We
spoke in humble terms earlier of the technical genius of
Jim Comstock; Matt is his styling equivalent and works
long with some of Jim's modifications to improve Nortons
to attract a newer and hopefully younger riders to keep
the brand alive. His workshop is immaculate and the
examples and detail of his work all around is stunning.
Roy's bike had been suffering from a small weep from
a timing oil seal that had left odd spatters of oil on the
exhaust pipe. Matt being the presentation man couldn't
let this go and very kindly set to and replaced the seal.
Thanks to Matt, very interesting guy, wonderful work and
special thanks for your help. Oh we also went to the Mesa
Verde national park, prehistoric Indian buildings, houses
built into the rock side and all that, it was ok
too.
Utah knocks yer eyes out too. A little known fact
is, that between Blanding and Hanksville, if you include
a 20-mile whiz around the natural bridges national park,
there isn't a petrol station for 145 miles. How fortunate
that we had incidentally chosen to fill up in Blanding. This

We know now that in the early years of the twenty first
century this world was being watched closely by
intelligences greater than man's, and yet as mortal as
his own. We know now that as British motorcycle enthusiasts
busied themselves about their various concerns they were
scrutinized and studied, perhaps almost as narrowly as
a man with a microscope might scrutinize the transient
creatures that swarm and multiply in a drop of water.
These observers have decided that a journey across this
vast land was in order to truly witness what the American
British motorcyclists have wrought. Choosing a familiar
mode of transportation, vintage Norton motorcycles they
have come...*
The Northern California Norton Owners Club kept tabs
on these "Travelers" through Emails about their endeavors
throughout the states before heading west. These e-mails
forwarded by the "Travelers" themselves as if to entice
and seduce us into submission. Each installment we gained
a better understanding of how these "Travelers" were
getting on and what types of things they were interested
in. When finally making it to California...
The NCNOC President Alan Goldwater played host to
our guests Bob and Roy and in a coordinated effort the
club made a first acquaintance at Alice's restaurant in
Sky Londa, Ca. for breakfast and a short ride to Vasona
Park in Los Gatos, Ca. for a motorcycle BBQ sponsored
by the local Air Head BMW club.** The following is the
transcripts of those e-mails.
Hi all, 14th May and we're in Branson Missouri,
2000 miles on - before continuing I'll apologies for spelling
mistakes - can't find spell checker. If I was a bit more
devious I could claim it is in American English for the Brits
and vice versa for the Yanks - however.
Our tour continues but just to fill in a couple of little
extra thoughts from the previous update first:
We have been pleasantly surprised at the beautiful
countryside in the Southeast (one nameless American
Norton contact had advised us to come out directly to the
West and go no further east than the Rockies. I won't
give his name 'cus we're sure we can make a fortune in
blackmail demands from him.)
Our "container port" of Charleston turned out to have
a very pretty downtown area and some lovely old colonial
style houses. When God created this part of his world he
(she? - to be totally politically correct) started with some
very pretty countryside, put in some really friendly
people and gave them skills to build some really smooth
grippy roads, but ---- he forgot the bends. However we
have discovered, as he got up in the hills he was getting
better at it. I think by the time he got to day 7, he didn't
rest but created the motorcycle, bought himself a crash

helmet and had a much more fun (for the MSCC, I'm
sure that (s) he would have enjoyed his Morgan just as
much).
Having known Roy for the best part of 40 years, on
day two on the road I have just discovered something
else we have in common. Wifely Chris often tells me that
I am snoring when I KNOW that I'm wide-awake. Well
on day two of our riding Roy was feeling a little dickey
(no not mine) and we remained in Willeston for an extra
day while Roy stayed in bed. However he tells me he
didn't manage to sleep at all - there you go something
else we have in common, he can snore while he's awake
too.
Hindsight thoughts about the $25 dollar motel that we
stayed in, we did remind ourselves that we had considered
camping and if so, by comparison in this place we were
only a little bit nearer to the dirt and probably hadn't
got all that many more bugs.
I would say that the dry county came as an awful shock
after a days riding in the sun. I would suggest to you
Americans reading this that you should have heath hazard
warning signs at the boundary of these counties, I'm not
too sure how we are going to cope with Utah. On this
same night we did go down the road a bit to a regular
Saturday evening drag race where there must have been
100+ unsilenced BIG V8s racing. I do have to say how
thoughtful drag racers are, several of them made the
point to us of how they were most considerate of the
neighborhood and always finished by 2.00am at the
latest. My thoughts did pass to the likelihood of this
happening in the UK, where even daytime racing has to
be silenced to virtual road levels of noise and even then
people complain.
Anyhow onto the next bit: after leaving Mike & friends
we headed onto Memphis, Beale St and Graceland.
Impressions of Graceland & Elvis was of surprise that it
wasn't a particularly massive place. Yes big and a wealthy
person's pad but somehow we had always imagined it
to be a ranch type place tucked well away and yet here
it was, perhaps a hundred yards back from the road
behind a low wall. Very interesting, interesting too that
many of the cars in the Elvis collection had been bought
secondhand and sold on, only being bought back to the
museum since his death.
Anyhow onto really serious things, there is a lady soul
singer on Beale St who told us (Roy - I was too
embarrassed to listen) that she is/has 50 treble D. We
can't actually confirm this because it was going to cost
$100 to find out but from what we could see there was
no reason to doubt her. (My dearest Christine had constantly
warned Roy & myself before the trip, that we are really
very naive and to remember that if it's too good to be
true, it's too good to be true). So we did no more than
take the lady at her word.
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Memphis to St Louis was mainly straight and a bit
not so straight, Approaching St Louis we had grandstand
seats watching a spectacular thunderstorm and 20 miles
before our destination enormous spots of rain appeared
on our visors along with a welcoming Motel on our left,
end of day's riding followed moments later by what
would have been a real drenching. Just over a week,
despite threatening weather forecasts we were still dry
-- just. That evening in an adjacent bar restaurant we
were fascinated to watch what must have been the world's
fastest barmaid. She was an Olympic gold medal winner
at multi tasking and v pretty too. Unfortunately her multi
tasking abilities didn't include small talk with aging old
rockers and so another great evening was spent chatting
to other (male) customers at the bar.
Friday morning brought an interesting diversion, Roy's
bike had consistently used about 15% more fuel than
mine, despite them being exactly the same spec and
because of petrol stains, Roy had suspected a sticking
float needle. Today the truth, the right hand carb was
flooding, on striping the float had sprung a leak and was
full of petrol. These were new carburettors for the trip
but the float was clearly brown and very aged.
Joe Jump to the rescue - Joe had been organizing this
next couple of days for us. A phone call to him had Joe
nipping out of work to his nearest Amal dealer, don't we
all have one just round the corner, and within the hour
our speedy courier was delivering the part. Thanks so
much to Joe especially as he rode through one heck of
a rainstorm and was thoroughly soaked.
Now it was our turn, first rain of the tour as Joe lead
us into St Louis. That evening another warm welcome,
this time from Mike French had us using his workshop
for cleaning down and tinkering before barbeque supper
with some super friends (sorry Marty for thinking you
were there to clean windscreens at the gas station!). Once
Mike had checked us over and fairly convinced that we
were house trained he declared to his wife that it was
safe for her to come home and we had the great pleasure
of meeting Deedee.
Next day a great ride up some twisties, five Commandos
and a hummmmm Harley towards Hannibal. Next a first
of the tour, I was fifth in the group, back man Roy caught
me up and started pointing at my mirror, not being sure
what he was pointing at I slowed a little and Roy passed
on ahead. Mirror looked OK, and then looking in it, a big
brown car all lit up with flashing blue and red lights and
now being the back marker he seemed to have something
to discuss with me. Apparently, 50 to 60 in a 35 mph
speed limit isn't allowed over here and I did have to
agree with him that it does seem a bit unreasonable.
Being a gent he didn't think it fair just to penalize just
me and not all of my now invisible friends so he delivered
a jolly good b*****king (telling off). Suitably humbled
I made to continue a slightly slower journey. At this Roy

can riding back, this is what good friends are & do, my
heart was lifted. It wasn't until later that he said he had
come back with the camera hoping to get a photo of me
getting my first ticket.
As the incident passed into memory a jolly good ride
ensued up to lunch and before parting just before Hannibal,
thanks to the GNOA of St Louis. And yes Joe, Hannibal
is a nice little town and no unfortunately it doesn't have
aphrodisiac effects, despite a rather drunken young lady
spending quite some time telling how her best friend had
just bedded her boy friend and how she had always
wanted to travel to the UK. As I said, friendly people here
(and yes, yes I did remember it was too good to be true).
Nice town and interesting to see Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn
and friends really become believable. Hannibal to Branson
Missouri, took us on to some good roads (eventually),
our 2000 mile mark and twelfth day on the road. We are
now in "little Las Vegas" known for dozens of theatres &
shows so we'll take one in tonight and let you know what
we think.
Next update & a lot seems to have happened, so here's
some of it! First an apology to any one who was particularly
excited from our lastupdate to know what a show in
Branson is like - it is like an IrishBar that sells Guiness sorry we didn't get any further than
WaxyO'Sheas.However what I can warn you of is that all
restaurant signs may not bewhat they seem, Roy and
myself went into an "all you can eat" Chinesebuffet on
the Branson strip. We had two bowls of delicious soup
each.Then having only visited the buffet an additional
three times thewaiter delivered the bill to our table clearly
believing we hadconsumed all we could eat. I must add
hat as it was only $7.99 each(4.00 pounds) we thought
it would be mean to challenge his assumption,paid up
and left, for the Guiness bar. Unfortunately they didn't
havethe same "all you can consume offer".
The 15th saw our dry start for 15 minutes then we
copped it, a quickchange into over suits and then we were
entertained by a Son etLuminaries display. Crossing into
Arkansas we came on a small towngarage that doubled
as a cafe, hardware store and grocers. So afteronly 1/2
hour riding we decided to take a very early lunch,
theserving lady assuring us that the storm would blow
over in a couple ofhours. We were entertained for most
of the next two hours by a goodol' boy, 75-year-old
Arkansasan, Buster. Now Buster had a good tale totell
and I was reminded of listening to the French talking; I
wouldget a couple of words and think, at last I'm
understanding thelanguage and then the rest of the
sentence comes out and no I didn'tunderstand at all. So
it was with good ol' Buster. However it did seemthat
Busters forte was - HOOCH - and he regaled many tales
of gunniessacks of hooch left by remote fence posts,
Sheriffs and Judges witheyesight problems and requests
to "kick start" parties with specialpunch mixtures.
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Chris will know that after this trip, that has occupied
our attentionsfor the last couple of years, I have been
wondering what to do with mytime. Buster has shown
me the way, I think I'm gonna get myself a pairof bib &
brace denims, check shirt and a slightly soiled baseball
capand head down to the local Little Chef to mumble to
the customersabout tales of daring do.
The promised two hours passed and despite several
false dawns the raindidn't so off we set for a pretty wet
ride. Next problem came inEureka where, ironically, we
got lost. As all you Greek scholars andArchimedes will
know, it means, "I've found it". It looked aninteresting
town as we passed through and had a bikers only hotel,
soonce we had sorted out our route the plan was to revisit
the town foran exploration. Unfortunately the very, very
helpful lady at the garage spent a great deal of time
giving us a scenic route that took a 20-mile loop all
around and avoiding Eureka. She did also comment that
it did annoy her when people didn't listen to her. We
headed off in her suggested opposite direction to Eureka.
The route was indeed jolly good (& wet) and took us
down the 21 to Clarksville to our DRY again overnight
stay -- bugger, bugger.
16th Clarksville, Arkansas to McAllister,
Oklahoma. What - a - day, wow. Our alcohol-sharing
neighbors in dry Clarksville not only brightened our night
but also started us on a great days riding. A quick dash
down the interstate to Russellville to start on the super
route (pronounced r-aw-t) 7 to President Clinton's
childhood home of Hot Springs for lunch. A long lunch
stop at a town center cafe where a Hoss Boss was parked.
(For the Brits this is a 9 litre in line V8 motorcycle, I
imagine the torque reaction from blipping the throttle
would be enough to have you on your ear. Once we can
sort out how to download our photos, hopefully you'll
see we're not lying!) Conversation with the proud owner
& friend led us to the next event of the day - the stunning
route 1 or 63 or 88 depending whether you read a map
or the road signs. Whatever it's number the "winding
Stair" road from Mena AR to Yamush? Oklahoma entirely
across the top of a ridge, is one & a half hours of
exceptional ups & downs rounds & rounds and stunning
views on both sides of the road. Perhaps we'll see better
as our journey continues but this has been our best so
far, exceptional. However, doesn't life have its way of
averaging out. Our brilliant ridge to our truck park Motel
where one by one between 4.00 A.M. & 6.30. The trucks
started and warmed up at length before driving off giving
the signal for the next one to start. And another dry
county.
Dallas - Next up was a stop in Dallas with friends of
Roy Collette & Ken, Children Ivie & Greg and other visiting
friends Chrysi and Mark (not an item). Time out for
relaxing and sight seeing, but only after bike washing &
repairs. A broken centre stand spring for Roy and some

jets to cope better with the altitude and to reduce his fuel
consumption which was running about 15% higher than
Bob's. Then panic washing revealed three broken spokes
in Bob's back wheel, dangerous to continue with heavy
loads and how many more would break before the wheel
collapsed? Good ol' Texan Norton Boys to the rescue. A
couple of phone calls lead us to nearby Bob Cox, with a
spring for Roy and a visit to his excellent workshop. It
contained an isolatic featherbed Norton recently featured
in Cycle World magazine (for those that don't know I
won't try to explain) and a beautifully prepared 1973
850 Commando. The standard of preparation in the States
is excellent. Poor old driver Collette, very patient, eyes
glazing over still managed a smile from time to time as
three Norton anoraks explored every detail of the
miniature at great length. The ordeal wasn't over yet;
RPM cycle was to be the next visit. Modern Triumph and
classic Triumphs & Nortons, what a store of goodies. Ann
you are very lucky Roy managed to control himself and
not buy up the entire secondhand Norton stock. Roy got
his jets and some secondhand goodies & joy of joy they
had just had a Commando back wheel built for another
customer, who little did he know was now going to have
to wait as it was fitted with a new tyre for the ailing bike.
A deal was struck and the faulty wheel left for building
for the customer. It was a little disappointing that the
Avon tyre had done just over 3000 miles and would not
have lasted more than 1000 more so a new one was
fitted. Fascinating shop, thanks guys.
Now to the break, Collette, family and friends set about
entertaining. First up a baseball game for the Brits, sorry
you yanks but it even made cricket look exciting. We
were assured that it was only minor league and the big
boys are more exciting. The main excitement of the night
was two aging Brits wrestling Greg and friends in a very
rugby version of basketball, which seemed to involve
young boys being carried upside down and dropped into
rubbish bins, until two aging Brits got told off by a marshal
at the game. A day out to visit the cowboys at Fort Worth,
and shopping to find cowboy denims and an excellent
steak meal to follow. Thanks to the Texans, old friends
and the very helpful new Norton friends.
From Red River New Mexico to up and around
southern Colorado. Leaving Red River with Stan's
advice we headed north across 8,000 ft high plains to his
next suggestion of the Great sand dune national
monument, Colorado. What a spectacle, five-mile wide
sand dunes starting on an 8,000-foot high plain and rising
to a height that made the hardy souls on top look like
ants. The dunes are formed by a predominant southwest
wind blowing the sands that then collect in front of a
horseshoe shape of mountains. The dune is refreshed
each spring when the snows melt and having the dual
purpose of returning the blown sand back from up the
mountains and also provide an excellent creek for the

